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Abstract 

 
It is well known that current PCM telemetry formats are outstripping the capability of 
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) Telemetry Systems to implement the corresponding 
data conversions required to process them. Two complementary approaches are 
needed for solving this problem: one is to put end users into direct touch with the 
information stored in telemetry streams; and the other is to convert telemetry 
applications into this new way of doing things. It is less known that a single technology, 
software decommutation, provides a practical foundation for both approaches. This 
document explains why this is so. 
 
 While developing this software decommutation theme, a very sharp line must be drawn 
between a software decommutation approach and the COTS telemetry systems solution 
so that the label “software decommutation" will not be used in misleading ways. The key 
to drawing this line is SDM's (Software Decommutation Model) ability to: 
 

• Extract bits from the raw telemetry stream into 64-bit parameter "containers" in a 
platform independent ("big endian" or "little endian") manner. 

 

• Process algorithms in an algorithm chain on telemetry parameter data to support the 
desired formatting (i.e. engineering unit conversion). 

 

• Easily integrate "special" processing of non-IRIG 106 telemetry data as required (i.e. 
multiple embedded streams, mode changes, embedded packetized data, etc.). 

 

• Independently interface to user-developed data displays locally or via a network 
connection. 
 
*Note: The SDM cannot process a PCM stream directly; to do its job, a databridge is 
required that provides telemetry data as frame aligned IP packets via a network port. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
It is generally admitted that a productivity crisis exists in the development of "running 
code" for non-trivial telemetry applications. The data demand growth in new telemetry 
streams by the missile and aircraft builders is outstripping the capability of telemetry 
processing systems to handle them.  
 
Why are COTS telemetry systems failing now? 
 
COTS vendors look to the IRIG 106 standard when designing their systems. 
Unfortunately, missile and aircraft builders do not always follow those conventions. 
When this mismatch occurs, the vendor is often asked to add "special" features to the 
telemetry system for processing their non-IRIG 106 data or the data format of the 
telemetry stream has to change. 
 
The Software Decommutation Model (SDM) is the process of reading network IP 
packets containing minor frames of telemetry data from a well-known port, extracting 
data bits from each minor frame for all requested parameters, and, lastly, performing all 
specified algorithms for each parameter using its extracted bits as an input value.   
 
The flexibility of SDM allows non-standard telemetry streams to be handled no matter 
the processing required, freeing users from dependence upon a COTS telemetry 
system. 
 
Factors that made SDM a reality are: 
 

• Hardware boxes with the capability of taking in PCM clock/data, frame aligning the 
minor frames, and outputting them as IP packets onto a network. 

 

• Low-cost high speed networks. 
 

• Computers with very fast CPU's, massive amounts of memory, and real-time 
operating systems. 

 
COTS telemetry systems of today often process non-mainframe parameters in software 
rather than hardware, indicating they too have embraced the concept of software 
decommutation.  
 
See Figure 1 "SDM DATA FLOW” 
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THEORY OF THE SOFTWARE DECOMMUTATION MODEL (SDM)1 
                     "Without deviation, progress is not possible." Frank Zappa. 3 

 
The SDM discards many of the early telemetry system concepts (i.e. processing 
parameters in order, dependence upon specific display packages, adherence to a 
limited algorithm set) and takes a fresh look at the processing of data in a frame 
context. 
 
Let us contrast "allocation-based" versus "parameter-based" telemetry processing. 
 
The positional concepts of "allocation-based processing" have played a significant role 
since the first telemetry system came online, where relevant data from a particular 
parameter appearing  first in the stream must be handled before the second parameter 
in that stream. 
 
With the advent of new technology in the form of a hardware databridge capable of 
converting PCM into network packets containing frame-aligned minor frames of time 
stamped telemetry data, "parameter-based processing" became a reality. 
 
In the SDM, we replace the old positional addressing with the new totally associative 
parameter addressing of "parameter-based processing" where a "set" of data is made 
available for processing rather than a single parameter. Each parameter in a minor 
frame can be uniquely addressed no matter where it lies in the frame (even if it is split 
up into multiple words within the frame) because the SDM gets a network packet 
containing one or more minor frame(s) in a single read! Each packet is processed one 
minor frame at a time and the SDM allows telemetry data to span multiple packets. 
 
In keeping with the flexibility aspect of SDM, "parameter-based processing" of this form 
enables users (yes, and even programmers) to: 
 

• Perform an engineering unit conversion on a parameter and send it to a display. 
 

• Specify the details of extracting a new piece of information derived from multiple 
parameter values. 

 

• Store information across multiple frames for use in a larger, more complex 
calculation or data collection (i.e. video data). 

 
One of the goals of SDM is for its source code be easy to understand and debug; it 
must also be able to run correctly on either a big or little endian platform. While software 
is easier to change, it's harder to develop and get right. Software must be coded for 
debuggability.  
 
"Program testing can be used to show the presence of bugs but never to show their 
absence." Edsger W. Dijkstra. 2 
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                                        SDM COMPONENTS  
 
THE DATABRIDGE 
 
The function of the databridge is to convert PCM telemetry data into time stamped 
minor frames of telemetry data and broadcast them onto a dedicated Ethernet network. 
 
The databridge used in the WSMR implementation described is a NetAcquire F20SIO. 
The F20SIO converts one or more PCM streams into IP packets containing one or more 
time stamped minor frames and broadcasts them to one or more SDM host computers 
running a Mac OS X operating system. The maximum packet size is 65536 bytes. A 
dedicated network is used between the F20SIO and the SDM hosts to assure packets 
arrive in the correct order. 
 
UDP broadcast is preferred over a connected socket so that additional processing 
computers can be added without changing software. 
 
Experience has taught the aggregate number of broadcast network packets that can be 
successfully read by a SDM application (via a single network card)  must be around 300 
or less per second, depending on packet size; therefore to reduce the broadcast rate, 
the databridge must allow for multiple minor frames to be sent in a single network 
packet. 
 
LATENCY 

 
A major concern with telemetry data processing is the issue of latency. Latency is the 
time between when data leaves the vehicle and when it arrives at the telemetry display. 
It should always be factored in when looking at the timestamp of a piece of data. Note 
that latency is added by the databridge when it buffers up one or more minor frames of 
data before sending them out as an IP packet. 
 
The earlier the timestamp is applied, the better. The best timestamp happens on the 
vehicle and is embedded in the PCM stream itself. 
 
The next best timestamp happens at the receiving site, but may be difficult to do with 
encrypted data that won’t have a recognizable frame sync pattern until it’s decrypted. 
 
At WSMR, the time stamping is done by the F20SIO and reflects the time at which it 
broadcasts the IP packet onto a dedicated network. The F20SIO timestamp is off by the 
amount of time needed for the data to travel from the vehicle to the F20SIO plus the 
length of time required for the F20SIO to collect the packet of data. 
 
SDM "SWDECOM" 
 
SDM code generated applications that process IP packets of telemetry data are referred 
to as "swdecom"s.  How a "swdecom" comes into being is described later. 
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The SDM allows one or more streams to be processed on the same computer allowing 
data from multiple streams to be merged together, if desired. Merging takes place in a 
shared memory data structure called a CVT (Current Value Table) that is accessible for 
reading/writing by all running "swdecom"s. The CVT may be thought of as table of 
columns and rows. There are 65536 rows; each row contains one column of 32 bits in 
length.  
 
Each stream in a test is defined by a "telemetry setup file" (TSF) initialization file. Each 
TSF file spawns a "swdecom" to process the stream's data. 
 
A real-time "swdecom" gets its input from a network port, while a post-flight "swdecom" 
reads data from a disk file created by a "binary data logger" (described later). Reading a 
binary file is useful for replay and debugging because the data remains the same from 
run to run and processing can occur as fast or as slow as desired. 
 
Data processed by "swdecom" is typically stored in a CVT for those applications that 
need a polled sampling; the tag number assigned to each parameter is its offset into the 
CVT.  All streams being processed are able to write 32 bit values (cookies) for selected 
parameters to the same CVT.  
 
An auxiliary function of "swdecom" generates an ASCII "tag list" file in a well-known 
location. The "tag list" file associates a tag number/id with a parameter name, which 
together defines a set of data needed by telemetry displays. It is read by the external 
application described in the next section.  See Figure 3 "SWDECOM OPERATION" 
 
SIMPLE DATA BROADCAST SERVER 

 
The Simple Data Broadcast Server (SDBS) is a symbiotic application that extracts a set 
of data from the CVT and broadcasts it onto a "display" network using well-known 
network port numbers. Since the data is broadcast, the display application may be 
running on the same local host as “swdecom” and SDBS, or it may reside on a remote 
host connected by a common network. 
 
A telemetry parameter gets included in the data set by virtue of it being stored in the 
CVT by a "swdecom" which also adds the parameter to the "tag list" file read by SDBS 
 
The "simple" part of SDBS comes from the format of the data it outputs – a table of tags 
once per second and a table of data values at the user-requested data rate. There is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the tag table and the data table allowing the 

telemetry displays to use direct addressing to reference specific parameters. 
 
BINARY DATA LOGGER 

 
A special "swdecom" application is the "Binary Data Logger" application. It reads IP 
packets from the databridge and writes them to a user-specified disk file. 
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"Binary Data Logger" creates a binary data product file that customers can take home 
with them for enhanced analysis. 
 
The binary data product file can later become input to a "swdecom" in lieu of reading IP 
packets from the databridge, freeing up resources and supplementing the debugging 
capability of "swdecom". 
 
DECOM GUI 
 
A graphic user interface (Decom GUI) was developed in LabView to make it easy to 
control the running of "swdecom"s and SDBS. The primary attributes of the  Decom GUI 
are simplistic design, execution, and status feedback. 
 

                                                    CODE GENERATION 
 
THE TELEMETRY SETUP FILE (TSF) 
 
The stream(s) information to be assimilated by the SDM is dictated by an ASCII 
Telemetry Setup File (TSF) that unambiguously defines how elements of a telemetry 
stream are to be processed, one TSF per telemetry stream.  
 
The directives contained in a TSF introduce high level language concepts via well-
known algorithms with well-known inputs and outputs. They enable users to express 
operations resulting in EU-converted values using parameter data taken from anywhere 
in the minor frame in any order. 
 
This powerful concept is implemented via "algorithm chaining" whereby algorithms 
become linked together in their order of appearance in the TSF, with one algorithm 
creating input to subsequent algorithms or using data created by previous algorithms. 
Processing telemetry data one minor frame at a time enables individual parameter data 
to be easily combined with other data in that frame or from anywhere in the telemetry 
stream. 
 
A GUI was written for creating/updating a TSF, but any editor capable of creating ASCII 
text may be used. 
 
SDM "BUILDER" 
 
“Swedcom” is a code generated application that actually processes the telemetry 
stream. The process of generating “swdecom” is accomplished with the SDM “Builder”.   
  
The SDM “Builder” assimilates stream information from a TSF and generates “C” code. 
The “C” code is then compiled to create the executable generically referred to as 
“swdecom”.  See Figure 2 "SWDECOM CREATION" 
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The three most important modules (generated by “builder”) of SDM are “Engine”, 
Extract” and “Engineering Unit Conversion”.  
 

• The "Engine" module calls “Extract” and “Engineering Unit Conversion” for each 
minor frame of data. 

 
• The "Extract" module takes the specified bits from the minor frame of data and 

stores them in 64-bit containers for all requested parameters. 
 
• The "Engineering Unit Conversion" module performs all requested algorithms on the 

set of selected parameters stored in 64-bit containers. 
 
ADVANTAGES OF CODE GENERATION: 
 

• The processing application doesn't have to anticipate everything and be bloated with 
functions not applicable to the stream being processed. 

 

• Code generated right is generated right every time. 
 

• Since "builder" isn't time critical, a huge amount of error checking is embedded 
within to insure correctness of pre-test stream information.  

 

• Less code is easier to understand and less prone to errors. Coupled with a well-
defined framework for output of the simply-coded, unambiguous, stream-specific 
generated files, the debuggability requirement is met. 

 

• Generated code uses literal values instead of variables for array sizes and loop 
indices, allowing better code clarity and improved compiler optimization. 

  

• Dynamic memory allocation isn't required because the sizes of buffers are known. 
 

• The generated source code is so simple it can be examined with your favorite editor. 
 

•  The executable code can be run under the control of the a debugger. 
 

• The very few source files involved in building "swdecom" are contained in a well-
known directory. 

 
DRAWBACKS OF CODE GENERATION: 

 

• Validation and verification (V & V) can be tricky. Whenever "builder" changes, old 
TSF files must be reprocessed to make sure the new generated files match the 
validated originals. 
 

• Anytime data is received from a well-known network port, what's to prevent an 
unwelcome application from broadcasting to that data port 
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• SECURITY  
 
Security concerns prompted WSMR's selection of the Mac OS X computer to host SDM. 
With the Mac's built-in ability to boot from an external disk, an internal disk is 
unnecessary. External data disks are safely stored when not in use.  
 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
                       "So little done, so much to do." Alexander Graham Bell. 3 

 

Expand the CVT From 32-Bits to something bigger 

• Elements of the Current Value Table are 32-bit cookies. Greater accuracy is 
possible by permitting storage of 64-bit integers, 64-bit doubles, and maybe 128-bit 
long doubles. 

 
Use Java for displays 

• As a cost reduction, any new displays will be written in Java. LabView displays for 
popular tests will also be rewritten in Java. 

 
Add support for TMATS 

• SDM may be modified to allow the Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) 
IRIG 106-09 Released April 2009 to be used in addition-to/instead-of the TSF file. 

 
Incorporate a Database Management System (DBMS) 

• A Database Management System (DBMS) may be accessed to get setup 
information for tests and displays. Telemetry data itself may be stored in the DBMS 
or at least the information telling where it is stored.  
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